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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel neural network structure for speech
synthesis, in which spectrum, F0 and duration parameters are
simultaneously modeled in a unified framework. In the conven-
tional neural network approaches, spectrum and F0 parameters
are predicted by neural networks while phone and/or state du-
rations are given from other external duration predictors. In or-
der to consistently model not only spectrum and F0 parameters
but also durations, we adopt a special type of mixture density
network (MDN) structure, which models utterance level proba-
bility density functions conditioned on the corresponding input
feature sequence. This is achieved by modeling the conditional
probability distribution of utterance level output features, given
input features, with a hidden semi-Markov model, where its pa-
rameters are generated using a neural network trained with a
log likelihood-based loss function. Variations of the proposed
neural network structure are also discussed. Subjective listen-
ing test results show that the proposed approach improves the
naturalness of synthesized speech.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, neural network, statistical
parametric speech synthesis

1. Introduction
Hidden Markov model (HMM)-based speech synthesis [1] is
one of the most popular approaches to statistical parametric
speech synthesis [2], in which spectrum, Fundamental fre-
quency (F0) and duration parameters are modeled in a uni-
fied framework [3] of Hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM),
a special type of HMM with an explicit state duration modeling
structure [4]-[7]. On the other hand, it has been shown that the
neural network approach to statistical parametric speech synthe-
sis [8] has a potential to improve the performance of statistical
parametric speech synthesis systems [9, 10, 11]. However, tem-
poral structures of speech are often modeled by using external
duration predictors, i.e., phone and/or state alignments are given
by using some HMM-based system, and then phone and/or state
durations are modeled by some duration predictor, which can be
built by a separate neural network.

This paper describes a novel neural network-based speech
synthesis approach for simultaneously modeling spectrum, F0
and duration in a unified framework. In order to consistently
model not only spectrum and F0 parameters but also durations,
we adopt a special type of mixture density network (MDN)
[12] structure, which models utterance level probability den-
sity functions conditioned on the corresponding input feature
sequence. This is achieved by modeling the conditional prob-
ability distribution of utterance level output features given in-
put features with a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) [4]-
[7], where its parameters are generated using a neural network
trained with a log likelihood-based loss function. An efficient
training algorithm based on this framework is derived, and the
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Figure 1: The basic problem of neural network based speech
synthesis.

variations of the structure of the mixture density network is also
discussed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
fines the proposed neural network structure and then gives the
training algorithm. Section 3 discusses variations of the pro-
posed neural network structure. Preliminary experimental re-
sults are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given
in the final section.

2. Temporal modeling based on neural
networks

2.1. Basic problem of neural network based speech synthe-
sis

The basic problem of neural network based speech synthesis is
to convert the linguistic feature sequence

l(p) =
{
l
(p)
1 , l

(p)
2 , . . . , l

(p)
I

}
, (1)

which corresponds to an utterance, to a speech feature sequence

o(f) =
{
o
(f)
1 ,o

(f)
2 , . . . ,o

(f)
T

}
(2)

by a neural network as illustrated in Fig. 1, where I is the num-
ber of phonemes and T is the number of frames in the utterance.

To avoid the inconvenience that T and I are changed
utterance-by-utterance, the frame-by-frame structure shown in
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Figure 2: Frame-by-frame conversion. It needs an ex-
ternal duration predictor to determine phoneme durations{
d
(p)
1 , d

(p)
2 , . . . , d

(p)
I

}
.

Fig. 2 is often used [9]. In this case, we need an external dura-
tion predictor since the phoneme-level sequence l(p) has to be
upsampled to a frame-level sequence l(f). It should be noted
that l(f) can include phoneme duration information and posi-
tional information in each phoneme.

2.2. Proposed neural network structure

To solve the above-mentioned problem, we derive a unified
neural network structure based on the MDN [12] framework.
MDNs give probability density functions over output features
conditioned on the corresponding input features, by modeling
the conditional probability distribution of output features given
input features with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), where its
parameters are generated from an neural network trained with a
log likelihood-based loss function.

The conventional MDN-based speech synthesis system [11]
is shown in Fig. 3. As described in [11], the frame-level linguis-
tic feature sequence l(f) include phoneme duration information
and positional information in each phoneme given from an ex-
ternal duration predictor, and the MDN defines frame-level like-
lihoods of speech features, i.e., spectrum and F0 parameters.

On the other hand, the proposed system uses the HSMM
structure, instead of GMM structure for defining the utterance-
level likelihood

p(o(f) | λ(s)) =
∑

q

{
T∏

t=1

p(ct | µqt ,Σqt)
K∏

k=1

p(dk | ξk, σ2
k)

}

(3)
as shown in Fig. 4, where

q = {q1, q2, . . . , qT } (4)

=
{

1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
d1

, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d2

, . . . . . . ,K, . . . ,K︸ ︷︷ ︸
dK

}
. (5)

The linguistic feature sequence

l(s) =
{
l
(s)
1 , l

(s)
2 , . . . , l

(s)
K

}
(6)
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: Frame-level speech feature sequence
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Figure 3: The conventional MDN-based speech synthesis sys-
tem. It still needs an external duration predictor.

is fed into the neural network in a state-by-state manner, and
the neural network outputs state Gaussians for speech features,1

N (ot | µk,Σk), and Gaussians for state durations, N (dk |
ξk, σ

2
k), i.e.,

λ(s) =
{
λ

(s)
1 ,λ

(s)
2 , . . . ,λ

(s)
K

}
, (7)

where
λ

(s)
k =

{
(µk,Σk), (ξk, σ

2
k)
}
. (8)

In Fig. 4, λ(s)
i,j is defined as

λ
(s)
i,j = λ

(s)
k

∣∣∣
k=(i−1)·J+j

, (9)

where i is the phoneme index, j is the state index in each
phoneme, I is the number of phonemes in an utterance, J is
the number of states in each phoneme, and K is the number of
states in the utterance, i.e., K = I · J ,

By using HSMM as an objective function in passing the
error back, we can minimize the error based on temporal align-
ment. It should be noted that the HSMM structure defining the
utterance-level likelihoods also works as a rate-converter from
state-level to frame-level. It is also noted that phoneme- to state-
level conversion (l(p) → l(s)) is straightforward because each
phoneme always consists of a fixed number of states; in the ex-
periment in Section 4, we had five states in each phoneme, i.e.,
J = 5.

1The speech feature vector consists of spectrum and F0 parameters,
and the F0 part has multi-space probability distributions. However, for
simplicity of notation, we represent them as simple Gaussians.
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Figure 4: The proposed neural network based speech synthesis system. It can model temporal structure of speech in a unified frame-
work.

2.3. Training algorithm

The auxiliary function of the likelihood function Eq. (3) can be
written as

Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s)) =

∑

q

p(q | o, λ̄(s)) log p(o, q | λ(s)). (10)

By using the following probabilities calculated by the general-
ized forward-backward algorithm as

αt(j) =p(o1, . . . ,ot, qt = j | qt+1 6= j, λ̄(s))

=
t∑

d=1

K∑

i=1,i 6=j

αt−d(i)p(d | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )

t∏

s=t−d+1

p(os | µ̄j , Σ̄j),

(11)

βt(i) =p(ot+1, . . . ,oT qt = i | qt 6= i, λ̄(s))

=

T−t∑

d=1

K∑

j=1,j 6=i

p(d | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )

t+d∏

s=t+1

p(ot+1 | µ̄j , Σ̄j)βt+d(j),

(12)

γj(t) =
1

p(o | λ̄)

t−1∑

t0=1

T∑

t1=t

∑

i6=j

αt0(i)

×
t1∏

s=t0+1

p(os | µ̄j , Σ̄j)p(t1 − t0 | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )βt1(j),

(13)

χj(d) =
1

p(o | λ̄)

T∑

t=d

∑

i 6=j

αt−d(i)

×
t∏

s=t−d+1

p(os | µ̄j , Σ̄j)p(d | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )βt(j) (14)

the partial derivatives of Eq. (10) w.r.t µk,Σk, ξk, σ
2
k can be

derived as follows:

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂µk
=

T∑

t=1

γk(t)Σ−1
k (ot − µk), (15)

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂Σ−1
k

=
1

2

T∑

t=1

γk(t)
(
Σk − (ot − µk)(ot − µk)>

)
,

(16)

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂ξk
=

D∑

d=1

χk(d)σ−2
k (d− ξk), (17)

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂σ−2
k

=
1

2

D∑

d=1

χk(d)
(
σ2
k − (d− ξk)2

)
. (18)

Thus, by back-propagating the derivatives of the log likelihood
function through the network, the neural network weights can
be updated to maximize the log likelihood.

In the conventional neural network based systems often use
HMM-based state or phone alignments to train external duration
predictors. In the proposed framework, a unified neural network
is trained for modeling speech features and state or phoneme
durations simultaneously. Thus, it is expected to reach a totally-
optimal solution, and result in a better performance.

3. Other choices of model structures
3.1. Phoneme-level implementation

In the model structure described in Section 2, the neural net-
work runs at the state-level. It can also run at the phoneme-level
as shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the input

l(p) =
{
l
(p)
1 , l

(p)
2 , . . . , l

(p)
I

}
(19)
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Figure 5: The proposed MDN-based speech synthesis system, which runs at the phoneme-level.

and output

λ(p) =
{
λ

(p)
1 ,λ

(p)
2 , . . . ,λ

(p)
I

}
, (20)

of the neural network are in the phoneme-level, where λ(p)
i is

given as
λ

(p)
i =

{
λ

(s)
i,1 ,λ

(s)
i,2 , . . . ,λ

(s)
i,J

}
. (21)

It should be noted that the proposed framework may dras-
tically reduces the computational cost in both training and syn-
thesis because the neural network runs only at each state or each
phoneme. When we assume a speaking rate of ten phonemes
per second and a 5-ms frame shift, and phoneme models with
5-state topology, we compare computational costs as follows:

Frame-level: 200 times per second
State-level: 50 times per second
Phoneme-level: 10 times per second

If the neural network has the same size for all three cases, com-
putational costs of “state-level” and “phoneme-level” are almost
1/4 and 1/20, respectively, of “frame-level.”

3.2. Untying state Gaussians of HSMM

Each state of the HSMM can be expanded as shown in Fig. 6 (a),
in which all Gaussians corresponding to a state are tied together.
By untying those Gaussians, we can derive other types of model
structures as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and (c). It is noted that the
structure in Fig. 6 (c) corresponds to an acoustic model de-
scribed in [13].

3.3. Discrete probability distributions for duration model-
ing

In the above discussion, we assumes continuous probability dis-
tributions for duration modeling, while discrete probability dis-
tributions can also be used. In this case, for modeling state or

phoneme durations as discrete probability distributions, a soft-
max function is used in a corresponding part of the output layer
of the neural network.

4. Experiment
4.1. Experimental conditions

Japanese 503 utterances, which can be downloaded from HTS
web site2, were used in these experiments. The contents of the
data were the same as the B-set of the ATR phonetically bal-
anced Japanese speech database [14]. The 450 utterances were
used for training and the remaining 53 utterances were used for
testing. Speech signals were sampled at 48 kHz. Feature vec-
tors were extracted with a 5-ms shift and the feature vector con-
sisted of the 0-th through 49-th mel-cepstral coefficients and a
log F0 value. Mel-cepstral coefficients were extracted from the
smoothed spectrum analyzed by the STRAIGHT [15].

In these experiments, four systems were compared.

• HSMM: Conventional HMM-based speech synthesis
system

• MDN-frame-phoneme: Speech synthesis based on
frame-level MDN with phoneme durations obtained
from natural speech

• MDN-frame-state: Speech synthesis based on frame-
level MDN with state durations obtained from natural
speech

• MDN-state-state: Speech synthesis based on state-level
MDN with state durations obtained from natural speech

• MDN-HSMM: Speech synthesis based on state-level
MDN which outputs state Gaussian and duration Gaus-
sian (Fig. 4)

2http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Untying state Gaussians in the HSMM: (a) expanded
topology of the HSMM; (b) state duration-dependent Gaus-
sians; (c) State duration-dependent sequences of Gaussians.

In HSMM, five-state, left-to-right, no-skip hidden semi-
Markov models (HSMMs) were used. HSMMs modeled ob-
servation vectors consisting of 50 mel-cepstral coefficients, log
F0 values, and their dynamic features (delta and delta-delta).
To model log F0 sequences consisting of voiced and unvoiced
observations, a multi-space probability distribution (MSD) was
used. The minimum description length (MDL) criterion was
employed to determine the size of decision tree for context
clustering [16]. The input feature for MDN-frame-phoneme
was a 411-dimensional feature vector, consisting of 408 lin-
guistic features including binary features and numerical fea-
tures for contexts and three duration features including dura-
tion of the current phoneme and the relative position of the
current frame in the phoneme. The input feature for MDN-
frame-state consisted of 408 linguistic features, three duration
features, including duration of the current state and the relative
position of the current frame in the state, and five binary fea-
tures representing the state index in the phoneme. For MDN-
state-state and MDN-HSMM, 408 linguistic features and five
binary features representing the state index in the phoneme were
used as the input feature. The input features were normal-
ized to be within 0.0-1.0 based on their minimum and maxi-
mum values in the training data. The acoustic feature vector for
MDN-based systems consisted of 50 mel-cepstral coefficients
and a log F0 value, which were normalized to have zero-mean
unit-variance, their dynamic features (delta and delta-delta),
and a voiced/unvoiced binary value. The input and acous-
tic feature vectors for MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-
state, and MDN-state-state were time-aligned frame-by-frame
by HSMM. A single network which modeled both spectral
and excitation parameters was trained. The architecture of
the MDNs used in MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-state,
MDN-state-state, and MDN-HSMM was 3-hidden-layer with
1024 units per layer. The sigmoid activation function was
used in the hidden layers and the linear activation function
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Figure 7: Mean opinion scores of the five speech synthesis
systems. MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-state, and MDN-
state-state are using durations obtained from the alignment to
natural speech, while HSMM and MDN-HSMM are using pre-
dicted durations.

was used in the output layer. The weights of the MDN were
initialized randomly, then they were optimized by maximiz-
ing likelihood. For training the MDNs, a mini-batch stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD)-based back-propagation algorithm
was used. For MDN-HSMM, one utterance was used as one
mini-batch in SGD-based training. The basic parameter gener-
ation algorithm was applied to generate parameter trajectories
for all systems. The duration information for test data was de-
rived from forced-alignment to natural speech with HSMM for
MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-state, and MDN-state-
state. In HSMM and MDN-HSMM, the durations for each
state were predicted by each duration model.

4.2. Experimental results

To evaluate the naturalness of the synthesized speech, a sub-
jective listening test was conducted. The naturalness of the syn-
thesized speech was assessed by the mean opinion score (MOS)
test method. The subjects were ten Japanese students in our re-
search group. Twenty sentences were chosen at random from
the test sentences. Speech samples were presented in random
order for each test sentence. In the MOS test, after listening to
each test sample, the subjects were asked to assign the sample a
five-point naturalness score (5: natural – 1: poor).

Figure 7 shows the subjective evaluation results. From this
figure, it can be seen that the MDN-based systems show sig-
nificantly improvement from the HMM-based system HSMM.
This result indicates the effectiveness of the use of MDNs
for modeling acoustic features. Comparing MDN-frame-
phoneme with MDN-frame-state, MDN-frame-state show
the better result than MDN-frame-phoneme. Thus, the state
information is useful to improve the naturalness of synthesized
speech. Comparing MDN-frame-state with MDN-state-state,
MDN-state-state degrade the naturalness of synthesized speech
from MDN-frame-state. This result indicates that the dura-
tion information and the position in the current state is useful
to model acoustic features. However, MDN-HSMM shows
significant improvement from MDN-state-state though MDN-
HSMM was based on state-level modeling as MDN-state-state.
Additionally, MDN-HSMM has comparable performance to
MDN-frame-state though MDN-HSMM used the predicted
durations rather than the duration obtained from the alignment
to natural speech. These results suggest that the utterance-level
training algorithm such as forward-backward algorithm is ef-
fective to model utterances with MDNs.
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5. Conclusions
We have presented a novel speech synthesis approach, in which
not only spectrum and F0 but also duration parameters are si-
multaneously modeled in a unified framework of neural net-
works. Its training algorithm based on the generalized forward-
backward algorithm was derived. We also showed variations of
the model structures and discussed their advantages and disad-
vantages. A preliminary experimental result based on a listen-
ing test showed that the proposed approach improved the natu-
ralness of the synthesize speech. Future work includes conduct-
ing a large scale listening test to compare variations of model
structures presented in Section 3. Combining the proposed ap-
proach and an approach to directly modeling speech waveforms
[17] is also included in our future work.
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